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1. Introduction

Local and national governments deploy environmental monitoring to improve decision making for sustainable development. Especially the monitoring and management of pollution such as noise is of local, national and European relevance, as expressed by the European Noise Directive (END) (European Parliament, 2002). The European Environment Agency (EEA) asks all its member and collaborating countries for information required by the END. However, it is expensive to deploy and maintain a network of sensors or to periodically measure the city with a moving sensor network. Hence, most of the reported data is based on computed models and only some data is captured by reference sensors deployed in the field. According to the END, the reported data is available as strategic noise maps. So far, these noise maps remain still in silos although they are managed in a Geographic Information Infrastructure (Murphy & King, 2010).

Concurrently, crowd-sourced information is collected by citizens for environmental monitoring and specific platforms such as for collecting crowd-sourced noise measures become massively populated (Goodchild, 2007). However, this environmental information is rarely accessible to the public such as in the case of eye on earth¹, due to a lack of applicable interfaces.

This paper describes an approach to publish the captured crowd-sourced environmental information such as noise data to a more popular and open platform for increasing visibility and improving information access. In particular, this approach integrates the world-wide network of human sensors into an existing VGI platform such as Open Street Map. Using this platform allows users to directly integrate static data (captured roads) and dynamic data (e.g. noise).

2. Background

In our previous work, users captured noise data with sensor-enabled smart phones (Foerster, Bröring, & Pebesma, under review). A customized mobile application has been developed to capture this data that is modeled to cover the aspects represented in the END. The recorded data includes for instance the numeric measurement of noise, the specific location of the measurement and the time. Additionally, the user can tag his recordings or rate them according to their annoyance. Finally, the gathered noise data is published to a Sensor Web Enablement (Bröring et al., 2011) infrastructure for human sensors. Another example of a

¹ Eye on Earth website: www.eyeonearth.eu.
VGI application for noise is NoiseTube (Maisonneuve, Stevens, Niessen, & Steels, 2009) or for more general sensor-related information pachube².

The OpenStreetMap (OSM) project (Haklay & Weber, 2008) was found in 2004 and has a rapidly growing data inventory of streets and points of interest (POIs). Its access and use is free of charge (Open Database License). The data is reported by so-called mappers, volunteered users who use digitizing tools or mobile devices with GPS capabilities to capture the data. OpenStreetMap is used for several applications such as mapping or routing. The data model is based on three types of objects, nodes, ways and closed ways (to represent polygons). The thematic data is captured through tags (key value pairs). The set of available tags is thereby unlimited. Specific renderers use a set of designated tags to create a cartographic representation. Moreover, OSM has a versioning system, which records any creation or update of a node, way and their tags with a timestamp in the history. OSM data can be created, updated and retrieved through a web service interface, the so-called OSM API. The retrieved data is encoded in an OSM-specific XML encoding. Editing of OSM data is realized through changesets for potential rollbacks.

3. Approach

Inspired by the END, our approach considers the measurement of noise values for the day and the night frames. In the presented approach, the environmental data is directly attached to the nodes that form the road segments of the OpenStreetMap dataset. Therefore, the noise data is processed to calculate the average decibel value for an OSM node. Considering the two time frames, noise_day and noise_night will be added as new tags of a specific OSM node.

The approach is based on a Web Service-based architecture (Figure 1) to publish the noise data into the OSM database. We apply the Publication Service (Díaz & Schade, 2011) for integrating the environmental data into the crowd-sourcing platform. First, the noise values are captured and stored in a database (i.e. the existing VGI platform for noise). This platform is extended to forward the data to the Publication Service, which is based on the OGC Web Processing Service interface. The Publication Service queries the OSM backend through the OSM API to retrieve the closest corresponding OSM node to which the calculated noise value can be assigned (Step 3 and Step 4). Next step is to calculate the noise measurement that corresponds to this node, based on the available noise data in the database and the existing noise values in the OSM database in case of an update (Step 5). Step 6 and Step 7 create or update the tags (noise_day or noise_night) for the corresponding node in the OSM database.

4. Implementation

The presented approach of publishing sensor data in OSM (Section 3) is realized prototypically. To determine the closest node to the measured value in the noise database, the OSM API has to be queried through a geographic extent (bbox parameter). An example of the request is depicted in Listing 1.

```
http://api.openstreetmap.org/api/0.6/map?bbox=7.573375599999999,51.9294798,7.5753756,51.9314798
```

Listing 1: OSM API query to retrieve nodes regarding a specific extent.
This operation then returns all the nodes accordingly. Internally, the closest node has to be found. This node is then updated using the changeset functionality of OSM API. The query is performed through HTTP PUT. An example query is depicted in Listing 2.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<osm generator="OpenStreetMap server" version="0.6">
  <node changeset="8712284" id="273968126" lat="51.9310517" lon="7.5706349" timestamp="2011-07-12T14:25:37Z" uid="478890" user="A_user" version="3" visible="true">
    <tag k="noise_day" v="50.1" />
  </node>
</osm>
```

Listing 2: Example query to update a specific node with a noise_day value through HTTP PUT.

We propose to use one changeset for a complete set of transactions. Based on the different changesets, a temporal archive of noise data can be created. For performance reasons, the workflow is performed as a batch process over night. The batch process can potentially invoked by the noise mapping platform, as described in Section 3.

5. Conclusion

Despite the efforts in standardization and coordination of initiatives such as INSPIRE, environmental data still remain in information silos. Also, crowd-sourced information for environmental monitoring is not easily accessible. The presented approach demonstrated how existing crowd-sourced platforms can be integrated into OSM. Thereby, OSM becomes open for dynamic content, which can be used for environmental monitoring. Through tagging and the versioning system, we demonstrated how environmental analysis can be achieved on top of OSM.

Still some issues remain open, such as the limitation to store and manage more dynamic data due to, for example, maintenance costs, its quality in areas with low participation, and its limitation to retrieve smaller street segments to define more accurate measurements. Moreover, a renderer for OSM could be created, which uses the noise tags described in this approach to create up-to-date noise maps.
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